MARCH 10 - Professor A. B. Cooper, of the Sociology Department, handed to the Connecticut Council on higher education a report on the Council's activities during 1958-1959. The report, which featured a proposal for a new curriculum, was submitted in January 1960. The proposal would have restructured the curriculum to reflect the needs of a changing society.

Slam Suggests Sharing

MARCH 10 - The Slam editorial board, which oversees the university's weekly magazine, has decided to make a special effort to promote sharing among students. They believe that this will help to foster a sense of community and encourage cooperation.

Symposium Studies Science's Role In The Future

BY RICHARD MERRILL

Last Saturday's Science Symposium was characterized by an atmosphere of excitement. The symposium was attended by a large audience, and many students expressed interest in the topics discussed.

Roth Code Is Good For Cadets

While students struggle over the new honor system,试图 to establish a new honor system, the ROTC is good for cadets.

Marchese: Equipment Manager Has Many Facets Unknown To Students

By keith waton

March 10 - Frank, the equipment manager for the athletic programs, is known by many for his role in managing the athletic equipment. However, he also has a variety of other responsibilities that are less well-known.

Code Debate Tomorrow: Verdict on Wednesday

BY DANIEL COTTA

The Senate will hold a debate on the issue of whether to adopt a new honor code system. The debate will take place tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in the Chapel. The vote will be taken down in the Senate's minutes of the meeting.

Holland, Lacy In Favor Of Code; Stress Morality And Individual Integrity

Vice-President Albert Holland and Dean of Students J. M. Lacy are in favor of the proposed honor code system. Dean Lacy believes that the system will help to promote a sense of integrity among students.

Glee Club Organizes Trip South

MARCH 10 - The Glee Club, which is known for its high-quality performances, is organizing a trip to the south for the first time. The club will travel to various locations, including New Orleans and Mobile, Alabama.

Georgetown Editor Says Own Code To Be Rejected

Monday March 10, 1960

BY RICHARD MERRILL

The editor of the Georgetown University student newspaper, The Chanticleer, has announced that the university will reject the proposed honor code system.

Cast Your Ballot Wednesday In Honor Code Vote!
The college can be proud of the new Trinity Review. I am sure it is equally proud of Trinity Review. Indeed, the college is justifiably proud of the new Trinity Review. In every sense, the college is justifiably proud of the new Trinity Review. It is true in our own government that the recalci- trant and unimaginative hide their lack of competence by posturing as men of honor. We could not have lived with such a system, for it is the responsibility of the community to see that the individual honoring himself by being provoked to action by en- vious and base motives is adequately and immediately punished. It is more than likely that the man who does not become a martyr in the cause of the community is not acting either on principle or in the public interest. It is more than likely that the man who does not become a martyr in the cause of the community is not acting either on principle or in the public interest.
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'Rhythm' Shown Between American Philosophers

Dr. Bixter, past president of the American Philosophers, and William James, author of 'The Will to Believe,' are two of the leaders in this field of thought. The American Philosophers is a society that has been in existence for over 100 years. The society's main purpose is to promote the study of philosophy and its applications to the real world.

The society's President, Dr. Bixter, has written extensively on the subject of rhythm in thought. He believes that rhythm plays a crucial role in the development of philosophical thought. James, on the other hand, has written on the role of the individual in shaping the world.

These two philosophers have been associated with the development of philosophical thought for over 100 years. Their writings have had a significant impact on the field of philosophy and continue to be studied by scholars today.
Lacrosse Looks Strong In First Varsity Season

The first year Trinity Lacrosse is officially a varsity sport and many of the men involved have little experience in the game. Coach McPhee has worked hard through practices to teach the players the techniques and rules of the game. The teams have been divided into two sections, and each has been working hard to develop their skills.

Early Workouts

The lacrosse team in its early stages has been working hard through practices to develop the skills of the players. The team has been divided into two sections, and each has been working hard to develop their skills. The team has had a few games this year, and the players are eager to see how they will do against the other teams.

Bantams Open In DC; Pitching Is Problem

Trinity's baseball team will be getting a jump on the major leagues this year. Next week while the 30 big league clubs are in the full swing of their season, Trinity and Arizona will be turning up for the long season ahead. The team will be making preparations for the baseball season at Catholic University in Washington, D.C., and the Naval Academy.

Trinity will be making "read trips" to open their season on and off for the past 15 years. They are physical, and the men are also experienced in wet weather. The trip into the field house is for the full squad, and is known as the "full package." Trinity will play three games in as many days next week against Catholic University, George Washington University, and Loyola University. The game with Loyola will be played in Washington before returning to Trinity's base.

Also included on the 12-game schedule will be two games against the New England foes. As Massachusetts, Williams, Springfield, and Wesleyan, also include a southern swing in their early schedules, Trinity will have an opportunity to do any outdoor drilling due to the snow. This will be a definite plus for the team when they plan a southern trip. The early season games played for the remainder of the season will be held indoors. The early spring which may open the season will not afford the team a chance to work outside. The snow has turned the field into a frozen surface, and the men will have to work indoors to develop their skills.

College baseball finds itself quite limited as to the number of days available for diamond play. It is impossible for most northern schools to hold any outdoor practice until the early spring, and Trinity has been no exception. Trinity was forced to work indoors through much of their practice time. They were finally able to go outside for the last 10 days before the early spring which may open the season will not afford the team a chance to work outside.

Several New England colleges, including the "desperado" little state of New Hampshire, Williams, and Wesleyan, also include a southern swing in their early schedules. Some of them playing a half dozen games or even more against rebel competition. In these games the teams are scheduled during the spring vacation period so that conflicts do not arise between teams and fields. The games played by Trinity's baseball nine will be interesting to watch. They will be able to test the team against some of the best competition in the nation. The men to watch during the season are: Moe Drabowski, Al Pearlman, and Fred Pringle. These men have been playing well in the early practices for future contests.

Dr. Frood presented the automobile industry with this magnificent pre-compact, hurt and disillusioned because automobile manufacturers preferred to develop their own compact, FROOD NOW OFFERS HIS CORPORATION TO THE CAR MAKERS. Dr. Frood is a young, fast club man who has turned his attention to the automobile industry. He proposed his compact car to several manufacturers, but was met with a deafening silence. The car was unique in that it was able to go 32 miles per hour on one gallon of gas. The company, Froodmobile, was formed to bring this car to the market. It was a hit, and the company continued to expand its sales.
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But the company, with its emphasis on quality and innovation, continued to improve its product. It was a hit, and the company continued to expand its sales.
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